Cube-shaped theranostic paclitaxel prodrug nanocrystals with surface functionalization of SPC and MPEG-DSPE for imaging and chemotherapy.
As one of nanomedicine delivery systems (NDSs), drug nanocrystals exhibited an excellent anticancer effect. Recently, differences of internalization mechanisms and subcellular localization of both drug nanocrystals and small molecular free drug have drawn much attention. In this paper, paclitaxel (PTX) as a model anticancer drug was directly labeled with 4-chloro-7-nitro-1, 2, 3-benzoxadiazole (NBD-Cl) (a drug-fluorophore conjugate Ma et al. (2016) and Wang et al. (2016) [1,2] (PTX-NBD)). PTX-NBD was synthesized by nucleophilic substitution reaction of PTX with NBD-Cl in high yield and characterized by fluorescence, XRD, ESI-MS, and FT-IR analysis. Subsequently, the cube-shaped PTX-NBD nanocrystals were prepared with an antisolvent method followed by surface functionalization of SPC and MPEG-DSPE. The obtained specific shaped PTX-NBD@PC-PEG NCs had a hydrodynamic particle size of ∼50nm, excellent colloidal stability, and a high drug-loading content of ∼64%. Moreover, in comparison with free PTX-NBD and the sphere-shaped PTX-NBD nanocrystals with surface functionalization of SPC and MPEG-DSPE (PTX-NBD@PC-PEG NSs), PTX-NBD@PC-PEG NCs remarkably reduced burst release and improved cellular uptake efficiency and in vitro cancer cell killing ability. In a word, the work highlights the potential of theranostic prodrug nanocrystals based on the drug-fluorophore conjugates for cell imaging and chemotherapy.